Abstract-Online algorithms are used in a variety of situations such as forex trading, cache replacement, and job scheduling etc. In an online problem, the algorithm is presented with a sequence of input in a serial fashion such that the algorithm does not have knowledge about the future inputs. For instance, in case of forex, the online algorithm is presented daily exchange rates. The algorithm does not have knowledge about future exchange rates, and has to make an irreversible conversion decision on each day. Competitive Analysis is the standard tool to analyze the performance of online algorithms. Competitive analysis measures the performance of an online algorithm against a benchmark optimum offline algorithm. Competitive analysis is a worst case measure and is criticized as a pessimistic approach for performance evaluation. The assumptions of online algorithms designed under the competitive analysis paradigm also suffer from the same set of problems as competitive analysis it self. In this work, we contribute towards bridging the gap between theory and practice by considering a set of algorithms for online conversion problems and discuss the disparity between the assumed worstcase competitive ratios and experimentally achieved competitive ratios using real world data. We present modified worst-case input sequences in order to make them comparable to real world data. In addition, we also investigate, how the assumptions made by algorithms differs from real world. Further, we highlight other performance measures for online algorithms with the goal of realistic performance evaluation process.
I. INTRODUCTION
Online algorithms are designed to help in decision making in situations where complete input instance is not known to the player in advance. Online algorithms process the input instance in a sequential manner, i.e., in serial order of appearance and takes the decision based on the currently known input. As online algorithm decision is based on partial information, the decision may not be optimal. Nevertheless, it is important to evaluate the performance of online algorithms. Competitive analysis is used to measure the performance of online algorithms. Competitive analysis measures the performance of an online algorithm against an optimum offline algorithm. The resultant ratio between the performance of offline v.s. online algorithm is called as competitive ratio. Let, P be a maximization problem, I be the set of all input instances, ON (I) be the performance of online algorithm ON on input instance I ∈ I and OPT (I) be the performance of optimum offline algorithm OPT . An online algorithm ON is called c-competitive, if ∀I ∈ I
Online algorithms are designed for a variety of problems, such as conversion problems (max-search) [5] , [7] , [8] , [9] , [13] , [23] , paging and caching [10] , [16] , [27] , [24] , and bin packing [15] , [18] etc. In an online conversion problem, a player converts an asset D into another asset Y with the objective to get the maximum amount of Y after time T . The problem is also referred to as "max-search". A number of online algorithms are presented to address the online conversion problem [5] , [6] , [7] , [9] . In this work, we discuss how competitive ratio is not a suitable measure for online conversion problems and present alternatives for performance measures.
Motivation and Contributions
The idea for competitive analysis was introduced by Graham [11] . The term "Competitive Analysis" was suggested by Karlin et al. [16] . Competitive Analysis for an online algorithm can be demonstrated as a two player game. Player 1 is an online algorithm whereas player 2 is an adversary. The job of online algorithm is to achieve a small competitive ratio and adversary tries to produce a sequence which results in large competitive ratio, such a sequence results in small profit for online algorithm and higher profit for the adversary.
Although, competitive ratio is widely criticized as being too pessimistic approach that behaves far from reality, there is no empirical evidence which quantifies the gap between the theoretical and real world worst case performance of algorithms for online conversion problems. The novelty of the work lies in formulating real world worst case input sequences and compare it with theoretically derived worst cases. Further, we empirically evaluate the performance of selected set of algorithms on worst case input sequences and discuss the gap between theoretically derived worst case competitive ratio and experimentally achieved competitive ratio. In addition, we discuss how the underlying assumptions of online algorithms varies from real world scenario and provide empirical evidence of the disparity between the assumed notion and reality. The resultant knowledge can result in the development of new and improved online algorithms for conversion problems.
II. NOTATIONS, DEFINITIONS AND PROBLEM SETTING
We define basic definitions and notations for presented work:
• Offered Price Q : Represents the set of offered prices to the player during the investment horizon, Q = {q 1 , q 2 , . . . , q T } • Investment Horizon: The time frame in which the player must convert his initial wealth to the desired wealth. The length of the investment horizon is represented by T • Price function f (q t ) : Price function that models the today's price as function of yesterdays price. (or tomorrow's price as function of today's price). • Y t : Amount of asset Y accumulated after the t−th price.
• s t : Amount of asset D converted at the t − th price.
• c wc : Worst competitive ratio • c ec : Experimentally achieved competitive ratio Online algorithms for conversion problems can broadly be classified as uni-directional and bi-directional conversion problems. In online uni-directional conversion problem, the player is allowed to convert an asset D into a desired asset Y but forbids conversion from Y to D. In online bi-directional conversion problem, the player converts D to Y back and forth with the objective to get maximum amount of D after time T . We restrict our study to online uni-directional conversion problems. Online uni direction conversion algorithms are divided into two sub classes based on the amount of wealth invested, i) Non-Preemptive Algorithms -converts whole asset D to Y at one particular instance during the investment horizon, i.e. , s t ∈ {0, 1} and ii) Preemptive Algorithms -converts asset D into Y in fractions i.e., s t ∈ [0, 1].
III. RELATED WORK
A number of online algorithms are proposed for conversion problems [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] , [13] . These algorithms are based on competitive analysis paradigm and assume different a priori knowledge and settings. El-Yaniv et al. [7] , [8] , [9] presented non-preemptive and preemptive algorithms for online conversion problems. Non-preemptive algorithm [7] , also known as Reservation Price Policy assumes a priori knowledge about lower and upper bound of offered prices m and M . El-Yaniv et al. [8] , [9] also presented preemptive algorithm based on the assumption that there exists a threat that, on the next day, the adversary may drop the offered price to some minimum level and will keep it there for the rest of the investment horizon (the algorithm , is thus also known as threat based algorithm). El-Yaniv et al. [8] , [9] discussed four different variants of threat based algorithm each assuming different a priori knowledge. Damaschke et al. [6] discussed two algorithms for online conversion problems, the non-preemptive algorithm is based on the a priori knowledge about upper bound M and length of investment horizon T , whereas a randomized preemptive algorithm is discussed based on the assumption that upper bound is a decreasing function of time. Chen et al. [5] assumed a price function which bounds the price offered on day t based on the price offered on day (t − 1) and presented an optimal online algorithm. Hu et al. [13] assumed today's price as function of yesterday's price and presented two algorithms that achieve optimal competitive ratio under worst case assumptions. Lorenz et al. [19] designed a k-preemptive algorithm with a priori knowledge of lower and upper bound of offered prices. At start, the player computes k reservation prices q * i = (q * 1 , q * 2 . . . q * k )and as the prices are revealed the player accepts the first price which is at least q * 1 , and converts a portion of wealth at offered price. The player then waits for the next price which is at least q * 2 and so on. Iqbal and Ahmad [14] extended the k-min search policy to a more generalized policy. For a detailed survey of online conversion problems, the reader is referred to Mohr et al. [20] .
Though, competitive ratio provide useful insight about performance of an algorithm, it is considered as a pessimistic approach as performance measure [12] as it assumes an unforeseen (imaginable) worst case scenario. Thus, at times, competitive ratio can be misleading, as an algorithm with a higher competitive ratio c can be the result of only single instance of input where it achieves such competitive ratio. Another drawback of competitive ratio as performance measure is that it fails to distinguish between the performance of two algorithms that achieves same worst case competitive ratio. For instance, Sleator and Tarjan [24] considered paging problem and found that both LRU and FIFO are k-competitive. Torng [27] showed that every marking algorithm (including FWF and LRU) is k-competitive. However, a number of studies [2] , [21] , [28] shown that empirical performance differs widely from theoretical bounds. LRU outperforms FWF and FIFO and the empirical competitive ratio of LRU was found significantly smaller than k.
As online algorithms for conversion problem are designed on competitive analysis paradigm, they also suffer from the disadvantages of worst case competitive ratio. In addition, another drawback of online algorithms for conversion problem is the assumption about the a priori knowledge. For instance, the reservation price policy algorithm by El-Yaniv [7] assumes a priori information about lower and upper bound of offered prices which is unrealistic, similar assumptions are made by other proposed algorithms [6] , [8] , [9] , [19] as well.
IV. OUR APPROACH Our objective is to consider the worst case competitive ratio for selected algorithms and generate synthetic time series where algorithm will achieve worst case competitive ratio. The synthetic worst case sequence is generated based on the parameters of real world data. For instance, consider nonpreemptive algorithm of El-Yaniv RP M m [7] and yearly data of DAX30, based on the lower and upper bound of real world data (DAX30, 2008), we determine the worst case competitive ratio for RP M m algorithm and derive a sequence where RP M m will achieve the worst case competitive ratio. We use time series matching algorithm to measure the similarity quotient between the real world data and synthetic worst case sequence. In addition, we also consider the assumptions made by the algorithms and discuss how it differs from real world. For instance, preemptive algorithm of El-Yaniv et al. [8] , [9] assumes that the adversary may drop the next day offered price to some minimum level m and can keep it there for the rest of the investment horizon. This assumption, although valid for worst case analysis, diverts from real world scenario where price fluctuation is not that worse and is regulated as well. [5] .
For time series matching, we use "Behavior Matching Algorithm" proposed by Ahmad and Iqbal [1] . A standard time series matching algorithm is euclidean distance (ED), however, ED considers only absolute difference between the corresponding points of a time series. V-Shift (V S) considers the average values of the time series but considers the absolute difference in calculating the similarity measure. Dynamic time warping (DT W ) is helpful where the length of time series' differs but like ED uses the absolute value differences. The complete work flow for Behavior Matching (BM ) algorithm is given in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Behavior Matching Algorithm
Require: Two time series P and Q of length n and m respectively.
In the following, we discuss the set of algorithms and their competitive ratios. We omit the proof of competitive ratio and refer reader to respective publications. We consider the algorithms presented by El-Yaniv et al [8] , [9] , Chen et al. [5] and Hu et al. [13] .
A. Algorithms by El-Yaniv et al [8] , [9] El-Yaniv [7] El-Yaniv et al. [8] , [9] also presented preemptive algorithms for uni-direction conversion problems. The algorithms are also referred to as "threat based algorithms". The basic working of the algorithm is described in Algorithm 3; El-Yaniv et al. 
B. Algorithm by Chen et al. [5] Chen et al. [5] assume that the player has a priori information about the length of the investment horizon and the price function g(q t ). Chen et al. [5] considered that on day t the price offered q t is bounded by yesterday's price q t−1 as following;
α and β (α, β ≥ 1) are constants. The basic working of algorithm is given as following;
Algorithm 4 Preemptive Algorithm with known T and g(q t ) Require: 
C. Algorithm by Hu et al. [13] Hu et al. [13] also assume a priori information about the price function g(q t ) and length of investment horizon T . Hu et al. [13] assumed that the current day price q t is modeled as (1 − γ)q t−1 ≤ q t ≤ (1 + γ)q t−1 , where γ ≤ 1 Hu et al. [13] discussed two different strategies namely i) Static Mixed Strategy and ii) Dynamic Mixed Strategy. We describe Static Mixed Strategy as following; 
Algorithm 5 Preemptive Algorithm with known T and g(q
VI. EXPERIMENTS This section presents experimental datasets, settings and methodology followed by the results.
A. Data Sets
The experiments are conducted on real world datasets of DAX30. We consider yearly data from years 2008 to 2017.
B. Algorithm Set
We consider the following four algorithms as described in Section V. 
C. Methodology
For the dataset DAX30, our methodology is as follows: We design worst case sequences for each online trading algorithm, against each year data from underlying datasets. The worst case generation is based on the extracted parameters from yearly data of underlying real world datasets. The extracted parameters vary depending upon each algorithm, e.g., investment horizon T and price function are identified g(q t ) for algorithm by Hu et al. [13] .
Let us consider reservation price algorithm RP M m and real world data for year 2008 using DAX30 dataset. A worst case sequence for RP M m can be represented as follows:
The worst case input sequence for RP M m given in Eq. 5 is too strict, in order to make the worst case more realistic, we propose a set of flexible conditions that a real world input sequence must follow. The new set of conditions will result in worst case performance of algorithm but will be more realistic in terms of its behaviour. The worst case sequence must satisfy three conditions as following:
Let, i be the index of M and j be the index of
We generate 10 random time series and select the best matching worst case series using Algorithm 1. This results in a worst case time series where algorithm RP M m achieves the worst case competitive ratio.
Based on the process outlined for the worst case sequence generation of RP M m, we generate similar worst case input sequences for Y F KT M m, HGLSM S and CKLW algorithms. We execute the set of algorithms on real world data and the corresponding worst case sequence and observe the competitive ratio. Table I summarizes the gap between (average) theoretical worst case competitive ratio (c wc ) and (average) experimental case competitive ratio (c ec ) over DAX30. For RPMm and YFKTMm algorithms, the gap between theoretical worst case competitive ratio and experimental competitive ratio is 5.6% and 4% respectively, whereas for the HGLSMS and CKLW the corresponding gap is 85.5% and 83.9%. The (average) best c wc is achieved by YFKTMm (1.12) and the (average) worst c wc is achieved by HGLSMS (7.9). The same performance order is observed for c ec where the performance of YFKTMm (average competitive ratio 1.07) is the best, where as the worst c ec is observed for HGLSMS (average competitive ratio 1.14). (Table I) , we can observe that the performance gap between theory and practice for RPMm and YFKTMm is considerably lower than that of HGLSMS and CKLW. The lower gap between theoretical and experimental case competitive ratio of RPMm and YFKTMm can be attributed to the assumption about the apriori knowledge. RPMm and YFKTMm assume that the lower and upper bounds on the offered prices are known to the player a priori. The assumptions of RPMm and YFKTMm are highly optimistic as in real world it is highly unlikely that the true bounds are known in advance. CKLW and HGLSMS, does not assume any such knowledge and only relies on the price function g(q t ) and length of the investment horizon T . These assumptions are more realistic, but this leads to a wider gap between theoretical and experimental case competitive ratio. Another aspect of the assumptions made by YFKTMm is that interday price fluctuation is unbounded and the price fluctuation can be M/m. This, however, is not true in real world. We have considered the maximum inter day price fluctuation on yearly data for DAX30 and compared it against the worst case price fluctuation M/m. We observed that the gap between worst case fluctuation M/m and maximum inter day fluctuation differs by 32% for DAX30. Fig. 1 summarizes the results for inter day fluctuation on DAX30 datasets.
D. Results
The experiment results demonstrate the performance gap between real and assumed perspective in online conversion problems. This is a strong evidence against non-suitability of competitive analysis as performance measure for analyzing online algorithms. The observations pose a number of logical questions, such as "Is competitive ratio a good measure for performance evaluation?", or "Should designing of new online algorithms be based on competitive analysis or we should apply alternative analysis methods?". Another dimension that can be explored is to use competitive ratio as performance measure but provide more information to algorithm, such as assuming that beside knowing the price function, CKLW also knows the minimum and maximum bounds of offered prices or assuming that RP M m and Y F KT M m knows the price function. This approach, however, does not change the worst case assumptions and the core drawbacks of competitive analysis remains unsolved. Thus, in the following, we discuss some of the alternatives to competitive analysis;
Alternatives for Competitive Analysis
One of the drawback of competitive analysis is direct comparison of online algorithms with optimum offline algorithm, though, it provides a standard benchmark for all algorithms comparison, the comparison itself is unfair and does not tell much about the behavior of algorithm. In order to alleviate the direct comparison issue, online algorithms can be compared directly to one another rather than optimum offline algorithm. This approach, though seems fairly reasonable is very hard to envisage as different algorithms assumes different apriori information. Hiller and Vredeveld [12] discussed the idea of comparing an online algorithm with an optimum offline algorithm but reducing the power of adversary of online algorithms. This approach precludes adversary from drawing arbitrarily bad input sequences.
Borodin et al. [4] proposed the randomized online algorithms based on the concept of oblivious adversary. Such an adversary generates the input sequence from a known probability distribution rather than populating any randomly worst sequence. The competitive ratio is computed by replacing ON (I) with expectation value E[ON (I)] in Eq. 1, as follows:
The idea of average case analysis is based on choosing an input sequence from a known probability distribution. This method utilizes two performance evaluation measures: Expected Competitive Ratio and Ratio of Expectations. The difference between two measures is highlighted in [22] , [25] . However, probability distributions are hard to identify and known distributions lead to specific class of input sequences.
In order to overcome the limitations of competitive analysis, Koutsoupias and Papadimitriou [17] proposed refined model using diffuse adversary and comparative analysis approaches. The diffuse adversary model is proposed to overcome the assumption that all input probability distribution are known. The special adversary called diffuse adversary chooses a probability distribution δ from a family of distributions ∆. This family of distribution ∆ contains all acceptable probability distributions δ ∈ ∆, hence it is not restricted to a particular probability distribution like average case analysis. The comparative analysis is presented as a generalization of competitive analysis. An algorithm ON is c-competitive against a known class ∆ of input distributions such that
Spielman and Teng [26] discussed a compromised solution between worst case and average case analysis known as smoothed complexity. Using smoothed complexity, they described how some algorithms performs better in real world whereas the worst case competitive ratio for such algorithm is often poor. The idea of smoothed complexity is extended by Becchetti et al. [3] to smoothed competitive ratio. The smoothed competitive ratio is defined as 
Where, I represents all input instances, f is the probability distribution and N (I) represents the set of input instances that can be obtained by smoothing the input instance I according to f . Thus, smoothed competitive ratio takes the supremum over all input instances I and the expectation is taken according to f over all instances I ∈ N (I). It will be of interest to investigate online algorithms for conversion problems under the aforementioned alternatives and discuss the gap between theoretical and experimental performance. For instance, RPMm can be investigated under different alternative approaches, in addition, new algorithms that require realistic a priori information like price function also needs further attention.
VIII. CONCLUSION
We considered online algorithms for conversion problem and discussed the performance gap between theoretical and experimental case competitive ratio. We discuss how the worst case competitive ratio differs from experimental competitive ratio and explore the possible reasons for the theory v.s. practice gap. We have shown how the theoretical assumption made by algorithms varies from real world and discussed the limitations of competitive ratio. Further, we discussed the limitations of competitive analysis and elaborated the alternatives. We conclude by highlighting future direction for possible research.
